
SLIDE 1 
Connie - Good morning and welcome to IEP Training for Spring 2021. 
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SLIDE 2
Connie- I’d like to take a moment and introduce one of our presenters. Meet Sherri 
Morgan. Sherri is our Transition Specialist who also takes care of Special 
Transportation, School to Work, monitoring the Drop Out numbers at High Schools 
and a plethora or other duties.
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SLIDE 3
Connie - I’d like to introduce myself. I’m Connie Dillon. My COVID bubble is the 
Liberty High School area. 
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SLIDE 4
Connie - Last, but not least, I’d like to introduce Kim Franklin who is also one of the 
presenter today. Kim is a Specialist whose COVID bubble includes portions of the 
Woodrow Wilson High School area.
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SLIDE 5
Sherri - We would like to begin our training today by first thanking all the Special 
Educators in the county. We realize this school year has been tough and we just 
want to give a heartfelt thank you to all of you for all that you do!
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SLIDE 6
Sherri - Our Agenda today includes a bell ringer for getting organized, direction for 
the order in which IEPs and their accompanying forms should be organized, how 
IEPs are processed at the Office of Special Programs, the General File Review in 
preparation of monitoring next year, and preparing your school files. We ask that if 
you have questions, please post them in the chat room. Time permitting, we will 
address those at the end of today’s training. 
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SLIDE 7 (Strategy for Organization)
Connie - Here is a short video we thought might be helpful.
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SLIDE 8  (Get your paperwork in order)
Connie - Take a look at the packet “General File Review” that was provided as an 
attachment for this Teams meeting. The first page addresses the order for which 
forms are to be submitted to the Special Education Office. Concerning the IEP. We 
request that the IEP and its accompanying forms be in the order shown on this 
form. Once you have held the meeting, put the changes that were made during the 
meeting that you corrected on the draft into the online writer, finalize the IEP, and 
send the original IEP and its accompanying forms to our office within 5 days. Please 
note, when the meeting is over and parent receives a copy of the resulting IEP, the 
ONLY compliant way to make any change is to (1) acquire permission from the 
parent to amend that IEP or (2) hold another IEP meeting.
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SLIDE 9 (Amendment)
Kim - For Amendments, make sure you have filled out the amendment page 
completely (this includes your signature), amend the pages in the IEP that needed 
changed, and attached the Memo of Conference to the back documenting that you 
have permission from the parent or adult student to amend the IEP. 
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SLIDE 10 (COVID-19 IEP)
Kim - During the pandemic, our Office has asked that every IEP has a statement that 
documents that the meeting was held virtually due to COVID restrictions and that 
members gave permission to print their names as participating by phone or by 
virtual means. This can be on the meeting notice, the memo of conference or the 
PWN at the bottom of the page.
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SLIDE 11 (Meeting Notice)
Kim - Every IEP must have a meeting notice. Parents need to be noticed of a 
meeting at least 8 days or more in advance. It is imperative to have a complete 
meeting notice. If the meeting was arranged by phone, document that it was on the 
meeting notice. 
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SLIDE 12 (What happens?)
Connie - So, why is it important to have forms in a certain order and IEPs finalized 
and sent to us within 5 days?
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SLIDE 13 (Due Process Checklist)
Connie - When we receive the IEP, we use the Due Process Checklist form to ensure 
that the IEP is minimally compliant and contains all the required forms. If it does 
not, we notify the Special Educator who then makes efforts to mitigate the 
procedural errors. These errors must be corrected as the IEPs that are being done 
this year will be the ones that the state monitors review next year.
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SLIDE 14 (What is monitoring)
Connie - So you may be wondering what monitoring is.
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SLIDE 15 (Monitoring)
Connie - In general, periodically, the West Virginia Department of Education Special 
Education monitors visit counties to ensure they are compliant with the state 
Special Education Policy 2419. These monitors visit schools, review IEPs, verify 
services, review documentation and observe procedures and possibly conduct 
interviews with General and Special Education teachers.
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SLIDE 16 (General File Review)
Kim - You have as part of your packet of materials a document called the “General 
File Review”. This document is what the monitors use to check the IEP for 
compliance. Each item on this document is checked either “yes” or “no”. That is 
why that it is so important to have compliant IEPs now.
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SLIDE 17 (GFR page 1)
Kim - On the first page of General File Review, the monitors will be looking to see if 
the meeting purpose was stated in its entirety, for example; annual IEP that 
addressed transition, replan, behavior plan and attendance. The parent response 
was documented. A good strategy is to call the parent on the phone and confirm 
the proposed meeting date and time. For Transition IEPs, the student must sign the 
meeting notice and indicate whether or not they will attend their meeting.
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SLIDE 18
Kim - Time to test your knowledge! Using a blank meeting notice provided to you 
and the scenario depicted on slide 18, take 60 seconds and complete the meeting 
notice. The clock begins now. (begin timing)
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SLIDE 19
Kim - Time is up. Check your meeting notice to see how well you did. Did you 
completely fill in the Student information with name, address, WVEIS number, 
grade, date of birth,  parent name and address? Did you complete when, where 
and at what time the meeting is to be held? Since this meeting will also include a 
re-evaluation plan, did you check “Eligibility Committee Meeting”? Make sure you 
also checked “Individualized Education Program (IEP) team meeting”. Under this 
heading, you should have also chosen “Identify transition services for the student, 
plan for reevaluation, and document transfer of student’s rights (age of majority). 
Next, you should have marked Procedural Safeguards Brochure either “enclosed” or 
“provided earlier this school year”. You must mark one or the other as this cannot 
be left blank. An agency was to be invited to this meeting. Did you mark the date 
that consent was obtained? Who did you invite to the meeting? You should have 
marked Administrator, Special Education Teacher, the student, General Education 
teacher, Agency Representative WVDRS, Evaluator which would be your specialist 
since a re-evaluation is to be conducted, and Speech in the “other” category. In the 
“IEP Team Member Excusal” section, you should have indicated the speech 
therapist by name and position. Finally, you should have signed your name, stated 
your position, and written the date and the phone number of your school.
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SLIDE 20
Kim - Once the meeting notice is compliant, make yourself a copy before sending it 
home with the student for the parent to sign. Remember, the student must also 
sign and check one of the three options under student response when they are of 
transition age. In addition, if a student is 18, the student is  considered to be an 
adult and therefore the one who makes decisions or gives permission for 
everything.
If the parent is being contacted by phone to confirm their response, indicate that in 
the documentation of parent notice as well as writing their response on the 
meeting notice. Do not sign for the parent! 
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SLIDE 21 (GFR page 2)
Kim - Moving on to page 2 of the General File Review. Watch IEP due dates. IEPs 
must be reviewed within one year from the date of the previously held IEP. Some 
pending IEPs were dated one day before the due date. This is not recommended. 
Start scheduling the annual IEP a month prior to the date it is due to ensure you 
have enough time to send three meeting notices with three different dates at least 
8 days apart. We do not recommend that teachers serve as the Chairperson for the 
IEP meeting of a student on their caseload. Administrators have principal designees 
who can serve as chair if the need arises. Concerning Age of Majority - check the 
date that you need to address it and mark the correct box. Age of Majority must be 
initialed by the parent and the student. You may not initial for them. Make sure you 
have this initialed before submitting your original IEPs to our office.
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SLIDE 22 (GFR page 3)
Kim - You may need to look at a previous IEP to determine if the parent or adult 
student has given consent to invite an agency. You must have consent to invite the 
agency before you invite them. The Post-Secondary Goals on the Transition page 
are just that; goals for furthering the student’s education, employment, or 
independent living once they have graduated.
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SLIDE 23
Connie - The Transition IEP must include some form of assessment and interest 
inventory. These items are used to formulate the Present Level of Performance and 
develop an Annual Goal. The Transition Present Level is located under Additional 
Content. This present level must include in paragraph form, the results of the 
student survey, the results of the parent survey, the ONET results as well as the 
student’s plan for the future. In addition, as with other present levels, the gaps in 
student performance due to deficits associated with their disability.
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SLIDE 24(PEP)
Connie - The Personalized Educational Plan for each student represents the courses 
that the student takes through high school to achieve their goals. This Plan must 
accompany the Annual IEP each year beginning with the first Transition IEP. It is to 
be reviewed annually. Make sure when the PEP is reviewed annually that the IEP 
signs the PEP signifying that the IEP team reviewed the document during the 
meeting.  
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SLIDE 25 (Transition Surveys)
Connie - Along with the PEP, state monitors will be looking to see if there are 
Parent and Student surveys with the IEP. 
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SLIDE 26 (IEP I Annual Review)
Sherri - Since Transition drives the secondary IEP, let’s take a line by line look at 
each item in the General File Review Addressed for this area. Has the IEP been 
reviewed within one year? If so, the monitor will check yes.
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SLIDE 27 (Invite Agency form)
Sherri - Was permission granted to invite an agency prior to the meeting? The 
permission to invite an agency must be signed, dated and in the file. If so, the 
monitor will check yes. 
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SLIDE 28 (TR 2 Agency Invited to the meeting)
Sherri - There must be documentation that the parent, or Adult student, gave 
consent to invite the agency and the date consent was given on the Meeting 
Notice. If the agency representative attended the IEP meeting, the agency 
representative signs the attendance page.
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SLIDE 29 (TR 3 Postsecondary Goals Education or Training)
Sherri - On the Transition page of the IEP, there is a section that addresses Post-
secondary goals. Post-secondary means AFTER high school. There is a help button 
on the online writer that will give you the formula for writing the post-secondary 
goals. Look at the criteria for receiving a “yes” for this item; the goal must be 
measurable, found in present levels and supported by assessment results.
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SLIDE 30 (TR 4 Postsecondary Goals - Employment)
Sherri - The Second Postsecondary goals addresses future employment. An example 
of a measurable employment goal that meets the criteria for monitoring is “After 
graduation, Eddy will obtain a supported employment position in the food services 
department at the local hospital.”
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SLIDE 31 (TR 5 Postsecondary Goals - Independent Living)
Sherri - The Third Postsecondary goals addresses Independent living. The example 
given is measurable and speaks to Eddy’s ability to transport himself to and from 
work independently using public transportation. 
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SLIDE 32 (TR 6 Transition Assessments)
Sherri - TR6 of the General File Review speaks to the transition assessments used in 
developing the student’s Postsecondary goals. Assessments can include but are not 
limited to Parent and student survey, the ONET, benchmark and formative 
evaluations. The original documents are to accompany the student’s annual IEP.
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SLIDE 33 (TR 7 Transition Career Pathway Alignment)
Sherri - The TR 7 General File Review requirement involves the alignment of Career 
Pathway and Courses of Study. The courses of study on the PEP are to align with the 
student’s postsecondary goals, Career Pathway, Career Cluster, and the local 
concentration. For Example, if the postsecondary goal was to obtain education in 
the career of child development, then the career cluster would be “Human 
Services”, the career Pathway would be check marked “locally developed” and the 
CTE program of study would be “Child Care Worker”
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SLIDE 34 (TR 8 Student Invited to the IEP meeting)
Sherri - Moving along to the TR 8 General File Review Criteria, in order to receive a 
“yes” checkmark for this one, the IEP must have the signature of the student, date 
they signed, their response to the invitation on the meeting notice and, if the 
student attended, their signature on Page 1 on the IEP.
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SLIDE 35 (TR 9 Connection to Annual Goals)
Sherri - The TR 9 item analysis looks at the Activities/Linkages page of the IEP. This 
page contains the activities needed for attaining the postsecondary goals and the 
lead party responsible for providing the activity. At least one Activities/Linkages 
must be chosen as well as an Annual goal to support the activity. The activity 
chosen must align with the Additional Content Annual Goal. 
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SLIDE 36 (TR 10 Activities and Linkages to Services)
Sherri - Continuing with Activities and Linkages, the description of the service must 
be included. There are several examples of the Description of Service given. 



SLIDE 37 (General File Review Page 5)
Kim - The next section of the General File Review looks at the Present Levels of 
Performance. As you compose the present levels, be sure to remove unnecessary 
information, outdated information, and grammatical errors from the present levels. 
Use your current data to articulate the gaps between typical student performance 
and that of the student with an IEP. Remove any predetermination language such 
as “he will be in pull out” or “she will have inclusion services next year”.  
Accommodations and modifications must be supported in the present levels. For 
example: Due to Eddie’s deficits in the area of Reading Language Arts, he will 
benefit from having text that is above his individual reading level read aloud. Place 
the student’s accommodations and the support for providing those 
accommodations in the Impact Statement. 

This page of the General File review also addresses progress reporting. This is an 
area that has become a systemic issue across the county. Progress reports are 
required each grading period and more often if your school sends home mid-terms 
as well. Progress reports must be done on the WVIEP online writer. Every nine 
weeks you must log on and update the progress on each goal and send a copy 
home to the parents. The county, as a whole, is forgetting this procedure.
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SLIDE 38 (General File Review Page 6)
Kim - An entire page of the General File Review is dedicated to Annual Goals. There 
are five components to goal writing. 

The first component is the Timeframe. This date cannot exceed the one year 
anniversary of the IEP. For example, if the IEP is being held on April 30th, 2021, the 
goal timeframe would be “By April 2022. For the critical skill goal, the timeframe 
should say “After naturally occurring breaks,”.
The second component is the Condition under which the desired behavior will 
occur. Simply saying “given direct instruction” is not sufficient as all children receive 
direct instruction. The condition is the specially designed instruction the student 
will be provided to attain the annual goal. An example might be “Given strategies 
for solving algebraic equations, a calculator, and a math fact sheet,”

The third component to Annual Goal writing involves the specific behavior you 
wish the child to achieve. Given the timeframe and condition “Eddy will 
successfully solve linear equations” 

The fourth component is the Evaluation procedure. What growth do you expect to 
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see for the duration of the IEP? An example of this may be “8 out of 10 times” or 
“with 80% accuracy” 

And then the final component is the Evaluation procedure. What method of 
documentation will be used to evaluate the growth? An example might be “as 
documented on teacher made quizzes and assessments” It must be measurable. 
Observation is not a sufficient measuring tool. 
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SLIDE 39 (General File Review Page 7)
Kim - On the Service Page, the accommodations listed in Part A are for the General 
Education classroom. These accommodations are to be supported in the present 
levels and then mirrored on the service page. Be specific as to the extent and 
frequency that they occur as the General Education Teacher(s) must document that 
they were provided. 

Part B of the Service Page is the Specially Designed Service minutes provided to the 
student. These services must match the schedule of the Teacher providing the 
service.
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SLIDE 40 (General File Review Page 8)
Kim - Page 8 of the General File Review addresses related service providers. Make 
sure service providers are notified of the meeting, attend the meeting or provide an 
In Lieu Of. 
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SLIDE 41 (General File Review Page 9)
Kim - The next page of the General File Review addresses the testing 
accommodations. Remember that testing accommodations must align with the 
Service page and the present levels.
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SLIDE 42 (General File Review Page 10)
Kim - Finally Page 10 of the General File Review speaks to placement. Be sure to 
write the extent to which the student will not participate with their General 
Educational peers. An example of this statement could be “Eddy with participate 
with his general education peers for all classes except for specially designed 
instruction in ELA and Math.” Double check your percentages of General and 
Special Education time. If you have made any changes to the service page that 
would change the percentages, be sure to recalculate the time for this page. The 
least restrictive environment code reflects the placement of the student. The Prior 
Written Notice must address the action the IEP committee has taken in the 
meeting. Be sure you sign the Prior Written Notice. The bottom line of the Prior 
Written Notice is where you document if the parent has waived the 5 - days, you 
can document your COVID-Statement here, and write any other pertinent 
information that needed to be addressed. This is a good time to go back through 
the IEP and make sure that you initialed all the changes made during the meeting. 
Remember when you make changes to the draft IEP, simply strike through the text 
you wish to change, write the change you wish to make, and initial it.
Finalize the IEP with all the changes added and send the original to your Specialist 
for processing. 
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SLIDE 43 (Be prepared! You are about to be monitored)
Connie - Raleigh County is scheduled to be monitored next school term. By taking 
action this year, we hope you are prepared for next year. 
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SLIDE 44 (Student File Organizer)
Connie - In the attachments for today’s meeting, we have provided several forms 
for organizing the school copies of the student IEP files. 
The first in the Access Log. This is to be stapled to the inside front cover of the 
student’s file folder. Anyone who has access to the file signs it, documents the 
purpose for reviewing the file, and documents the date they accessed the file. 
The Disclosure list. This is to be stapled to inside back cover of the student’s school 
file. This is to be completed anytime the student’s information is sent to someone 
outside of the school system. Remember, don’t send anything until you have a 
signed permission to release information. 
The IEP. The most recent IEP and any amendment to the IEP should be the first in 
the file. Other forms associated with the student’s IEP such as the BIP, 
Transportation, Transition forms, Healthcare plan, etc., should be right behind the 
most recent IEP. 
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SLIDE 45 (Final Thoughts and Gentle Reminders)
Connie - Finally, we remind you to send in IEPs within 5 days of the date they are 
held. Make sure you finalize those IEPs. Remember, testing accommodations will 
not transfer to WVEIS unless the IEP has been finalized. Make sure you send the DP-
9 form into our office for students who are moving from 5th grade to 6th and those 
who are moving from 8th grade to 9th. End of School Year services for students who 
have qualified will be from June 28th through July 30th this year. The End of Year 
checklist that Special Educators need to complete and the instructions for 
completing it have been updated on our website. If you deferred ESY earlier in the 
year on an IEP, remember, you must meet again on that student to address ESY. 
Send Transitions forms and Regression/Recoupment forms with the IEPs.
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SLIDE 46 (Spring into Action)
Sherri - That concludes today’s training session. We thank you for your attention. 
Before we address any questions about today’s session, Carolyn Turner has a short 
presentation for the teachers of the gifted.

(Stop sharing screen and allow Carolyn to show her powerpoint)

Sherri:  Thank you, Carolyn. We have a few minutes left to address any questions 
you may have concerning today’s presentation.
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